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About Us

DANIELLE | FOUNDER

I founded Wild Rising Skincare in early 2020 and it has been my life ever
since. I handcraft all our products at my home studio in Torquay, Devon.
Wild Rising comes from my passion for clean, organic and earth derived
ingredients and I see self-care as one of the most important parts of the
day.

I see Wild Rising as an extension of myself, a brand that I will use to disrupt
outdated ideologies regarding what it means to be a woman, and a brand
which promotes empowerment for all. In addition to this message and
more importantly, and probably the reason why you’re here, all the 
products are rooted solely from nature, as I believe in the tremendous
healing power of plants for the mind, body and skin.
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Our verified sustainability efforts
We have been recognised for our efforts in sustainability, through proof-backed assessments, ethy have awarded us trust

marks in recognition. Ethy are helping consumers and brands communicate together in a way you can trust and understand.  
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Best-selling Bath Salts
Our Bath Salts are a combination of natural ingredients including
Pink Himalayan and Epsom Salt, which improve blood circulation,
gives strength to the body, tones and improves the quality of the
skin as well as offering you the chance to truly unwind.

Our bath salt pouches contain 125g, roughly three baths worth. The
pouches are made from Polyethylene which is widely recycled. 

Each pouch measures:
14.5cm (H) x 10cm (W) x 2cm (D) 

Our bath salts are also available in 260g tubs.
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EUCALYPTUS & LAVENDER
Hero is a very special bath soak that we created for the sole purpose of 
raising money for the Patchwork House. The Patchwork House Women’s 
Centre, Paignton has been a safe place for women and children since 
2011 and offers non-judgemental and confidential support, guidance 
and signposting. A percentage of our profits from each sale of Hero will go
straight to the women’s centre which helps to support many more families.

“Hard times don’t create heroes. It is during the hard times when 
the hero within us is revealed”

Breathe easy and de-stress with our Hero bath salts. Made from a 
detoxifying blend of Pink Himalayan and Epsom salt, together with 
soothing Lavender and uplifting Eucalyptus oil.

Hero X Patchwork House
Edition X 
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AWAKEN | HIMALAYAN BATH SOAK

Awaken bath salts contain a blend of Pink 
Himalayan and Epsom Salt in addition to 
Lavender, Jasmine and Rose essential oils, 
all combined together with moisturising 
Coconut Oil. 

UPLIFT | MAGNESIUM BATH SOAK

Uplift bath salts contain a high concentration
of Epsom Salt together with Orange, Lemon

and Peppermint essential oils which will 
boost your mood and energy, whilst easing
anxiety, improving your concentration and

soothing tired muscles.

UNWIND | HIMALAYAN BATH SOAK

Unwind bath salts contain a blend of Pink
Himalayan and Epsom Salt in addition to 

soothing and calming Chamomile and 
Neroli essential oils, all combined with 

moisturising Coconut Oil.

Bath Salt Pouches
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Skin & Hair Products
All our skin and hair  products come in glass jars or bottles with
either PET plastic or aluminium lids, both of which are widely

recycled. Each product has undergone the necessary Cosmetic
Safety Testing process and have all been approved to be sold.
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MOROCCAN ARGAN CONDITIONING HAIR OIL

Add a luxurious 'hero' product to your retail range and outshine
the rest, with our Moroccan Argan Seed hair oil. Rich in fatty
acids, vitamins and carotenes, Tamed delivers hydrating and
nourishing properties to the hair and scalp, whilst also working as
a natural heat protectant.

Our paraben and sulphate free hair oil will be absorbed by the
hair to smooth and protect the most damaged and unruly manes.

Its versatile formula can be used on wet or dry hair, before or after
styling. With a non-greasy finish that won't weigh down the hair,
this is a must-have addition to the everyday styling routine.

Suitable for all hair types.

Tamed
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BLOOM AND SUNDAZE BODY OILS

Bloom and Sundaze will intensely feed your skin as they’re rich in 
vitamins and essential fatty acids, therefore improving skin’s elasticity 
and plumpness, whilst leaving the skin glowing and silky smooth.

Our 100ml body oils are the beauty oil that does it all. Their luxurious 
blend of Coconut and Grape Seed oil, make them lightweight, non greasy 
and highly moisturising. Featuring either floral notes of blossoming 
Rose or uplifting notes of Clementine and Patchouli. Both oils are either 
infused with rose petals or calendula.

Both are an absolute visual delight. 

Body Oils
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PURIFY | BOTANICAL MASK

Enriched with Vitamin C, this Rosehip clay mask gently purifies 
the pores, whilst brightening and rehydrating the complexion. The 
Hibiscus flower aka the Botox plant, reduces the look of fine lines 
and discolouration. Whilst the antioxidant properties of turmeric 
fight against acne, dark circles and pigmentations. 

Suitable for all skin types.

This deep cleansing activated charcoal mask battles black heads 
and acne by removing dirt and toxins deep within the skin.

Perfect for oily/acne prone skin, not suitable for sensitive skin.

Clay Face Masks
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DETOX | ACTIVATED CHARCOAL MASK



When activated with water, our ultra-potent, preservative-free
cleansing grains transform into a creamy, enzyme rich paste.

NAKED | POWDER TO FOAM CLEANSER

Antioxidant rich powder to foam cleanser that includes Vitamin C rich 
Orange Peel Powder and antibacterial White Willow Bark. When Naked 
is applied to damp skin, the natural grains become activated, and 
transform into a creamy foam that’ll leave you with bright and clear skin.

Suitable for all skin types.

BARE | FRUIT POWDER CLEANSING GRAINS

Soothing Hibiscus, Rosehip, antioxidant and enzyme rich fruits work in
synergy to gently exfoliate, polish and cleanse, to reveal luminous 
and vibrant skin. Our unique vitamin C rich Cleansing Grains reduce the
look of hyper-pigmentation, encourages cell rejuvenation and evens out
skin tone, creating a brighter and smoother complexion.
 
Suitable for all skin types.

Cleansers
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ORGANIC MOISTURISING CREAM CLEANSER

Our naturally indulgent, organic and highly moisturising cream
cleanser works to remove makeup, oil and dirt build up on 
the skin, whilst keeping the skin healthy and radiant, making a
skincare ritual feel like an actual retreat.

Canvas cream cleanser has a blend of natural ingredients such as
Shea and Cocoa butter, as well as Soap Bark Extract which
provides your skin with a soft and natural cleanser formulation.

This beauty will make you ditch all your moisture stripping
products and hold Canvas close.

Suitable for all skin types.

Canvas
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Face Oils

AS SEEN IN

RADIANCE | RESTORATIVE FACE OIL

Harnessing the superpowers of Chia Seed and Rosehip Oil. Radiance 
Face Oil is made up of a blend of luxe antioxidant-rich super fruit 
and seed oils that promote healthy cellular turnover, resulting in a 
smoothness of fine lines and wrinkles. Our blend has high levels of 
essential fatty acids that effectively soften skin and improve skin’s barrier 
function.

There is no limit to how radiant, alive and irresistible you can be. This 
face oil gives you the confidence to see this within yourself. You glow girl.

Suitable for all skin types , perfect for those with dry or mature skin.
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AS SEEN IN

SUPER SEED | CANNABIS SATIVA FACE OIL

Meet Super Seed, the green goddess of facial oils that will restore 
your natural glow. This lightweight, moisturising and healing Hemp 
Seed Face Oil is a superstar face and body oil that acts as a multi-
vitamin for your skin. Rich in antioxidants and brimming with 
medicinal benefits for the face and body. 

Perfect for all skin types, especially acne prone and dry skin.

Our Super Seed Cannabis Sativa face oil was featured in Vanity Fair’s 
Beauty Calls section. Another pinch me moment. They wrote  
‘lightweight, multivitamin, green goddess of facial oils’. 
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MOONLIGHT | SMOOTHING FACE OIL

Bronze medalist in the Free From Skincare Awards 2022

A soothing, smoothing and intoxicating blend of fruit seed oils,
including Watermelon Seed and Blueberry Seed, give your face
illuminating superfood nutrition, whilst boosting collagen
levels, restoring firmness and youthful vitality of the skin.
Moonlight’s addictive aroma of fruit blossom envelops you in a
sensual and protective ritual that’ll transport you to the skies.

Suitable for all skins types, perfect for those with dull, mature
and/or environmentally affected skin!
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Toners
WILD FLOWER | ORGANIC ROSE WATER WITH WITCH HAZEL TONER

Achieve a post-cleanse glow with our Witch Hazel and Rose water Toner. 
An essential oil-enriched formula that replenishes and restores the 
skin. With hydrating and antioxidant properties including witch 
hazel, the toner gently removes surface impurities to reveal a fresh, 
rejuvenated and tightened complexion. 

Perfect for oily/acne prone skin.

WILD ROSE | ORGANIC ROSE WATER TONER

Instantly hydrating and wonderfully refreshing, this floral mist 
is a blend of rose water and flower extracts that'll quench parched 
complexions, whilst promoting elasticity and nourishing the skin – whether
you use it post-cleansing, as a refreshment boost throughout the day, or even
as a makeup finishing spray, this toner does it all.

Suitable for all skin types.
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Face Masks contain roughly three uses

Cleansers contain a week’s supply if used 2 x daily

Toners contain at least one weeks supply

Face Oils contain at least three weeks supply

face /body oils - 5ml glass dropper bottles
hair oil - 5ml pump bottle
toners - 5ml glass amber spray bottles
clay masks/powdered cleansers - 10ml pots
cream cleanser - 10ml pump bottle

As well as full sized products, we also offer mini sizes of our
skincare range. Each mini is attached to a silk card which
contains a list of ingredients and instructions of use. The minis
may be posted unattached but glue dots will be provided. 

Product Minis
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A smooth, moisturising and repairing lip saviour with either
invigorating sweet orange or refreshing peppermint.

Please note: As they are a natural product, big changes in
temperature can cause crystallisation on the balms. If exposed to
high temperatures, they may melt. Store in a cool, dark place.

Unopened, the balms will last up to 24 months, we recommend to
be used within 6 months of opening. 

Lip Balms
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Beauty Tools
ROSE QUARTZ GUA SHA

Rooted in Traditional Chinese Medicine, this facial massage tool 
encourages lymphatic drainage for smoother-looking skin. Our Gua Sha 
Facial Tool is crafted from natural Rose Quartz Crystal, well known for 
increasing self-love and deep inner healings.

Suitable for all skin types
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ORGANIC COTTON MUSLIN CLEANSING CLOTHS 

Elevate your Wild Rising Skincare routine with this 3 pack of 100% organic
cotton and bamboo muslin cleansing cloths.

These reusable muslin cleansing cloths are designed to be paired with your
favourite cleanser to gently exfoliate, detox and stimulate the skin, helping
to remove traces of dirt, grime and make-up.
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REUSABLE ORGANIC COTTON PADS

A sustainable and effective alternative to disposable cotton pads.
These eco-conscious, reusable organic cotton pads can be washed
and reused time and time again, making them a great alternative
to wipes or cotton wool pads. 

The organic cotton and bamboo material provides a smooth and
gentle texture which is perfect for lifting impurities and makeup
from the skin.

10 pads included, one for each day of the week, plus a few extra!
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SATIN HAIR SCRUNCHIE 

Our branded, vegan friendly, satin scrunchies’ are beautifully
crafted to glide through the hair, eliminating the damaging friction,
tugging and snagging of traditional elastics - no more kinks and no
more damage!

These scrunchies’ are perfect to add that touch of luxury to any
hairstyle, making it the perfect remedy for a bad hair day.
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DETANGLING WIDE TOOTH COMB 

A detangling wide tooth comb ideal for washing, conditioning or
styling your hair.

Made from 100% renewable plant-based material, this durable
wide tooth comb works on straight, wavy or curly hair. The wider
spaces in-between the teeth give this comb the ability to detangle
your hair whilst avoiding breakage.

A stylish, everyday handbag must-have that you'll forever be
reaching for.
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FACE MASK BRUSH & SPOON

A perfect powdered clay face mask duo.

RITUAL BOWLS

We teamed up with a local potter and had these beautiful ritual
bowls made. Use our bowls with either one of our powdered face
masks, Purify and/or Detox. Perfect size for a trinket/jewellery
bowl.

Each bowl is individual. Size, shape and colour may differ slightly
due to them being handmade and hand painted. Please note that
as the bowls are made to order, lead time is typically three weeks.

Each bowl is approximately 3” in size.
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Wholesale Opportunities
We offer wholesale opportunities for independent traders, shops, 
salons, colleges, gift box companies, subscription box companies and
more! All our wholesale orders are made to order. Wholesale orders are
typically dispatched within 3-5 working days
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Wholesale 

HOW TO ORDER

Simply send an email stating your name, billing/shipping 
address and order details. An invoice will then be sent to you 
for payment. Full payment is required before the order can be
dispatched, unless otherwise discussed.

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE 

Typically, £150.00.  Smaller orders are POA.   

SHIPPING

Shipping costs are dependent on the order size and will be 
calculated once an order has been placed. Parcel protection 
will be added to protect both parties.
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PLEASE NOTE

The best way to store our natural products is in a cool 
dark place at all times. Heat and light will speed 
up the oxidation of the oils and shorten their shelf life. We 
recommend storing them below 30°C/86°F. 

We recommend products to be used within 6 months of 
opening. If unopened, 24 months.



Pricelist

Further pricing on the next page.

*Our handmade bowls have a lead time of approximately three weeks.
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Bath Salt Pouches - 125g

Bath Salt Tubs - 260g

Bloom Body Oil - 100ml

Sundaze Body Oil - 100ml

Radiance Face Oil - 30ml

Moonlight Face Oil - 30ml

Super Seed Face Oil - 30ml

Super Seed Face Oil - 50ml

Detox Clay Mask - 60ml

Purify Clay Mask - 60ml

RRP WHOLESALE

£7.00

£15.00

£31.00

£31.00

£28.00

£32.00

£25.00

£30.00

£24.00

£24.00

£3.60

£9.00

£18.60

£18.60

£16.80

£19.20

£15.00

£18.00

£14.40

£14.40

Naked  Cleanser - 60ml

Bare Cleansing Grains - 60ml

Canvas Cream Cleanser - 100ml

Wild Rose Toner - 100ml

Wild Flower Toner - 100ml

Lip Balms - 15g

Rose Quartz Gua Sha

Face Mask Brush & Spoon

Ritual Bowls*

£26.00

£26.00

£31.00

£26.00

£26.00

£6.00

£18.00

£7.50

£15.00

£15.60

£15.60

£18.60

£15.60

£15.60

£3.60

£10.80

£4.50

£9.00

RRP WHOLESALE

Tamed Hair Oil -  50ml £29.00 £17.40



Pricelist
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Cleansing Cloths 

Reusable Makeup Pads 

Detangling Comb 

Satin Hair Scrunchie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RRP WHOLESALE

£10.00

£10.00

£9.00

£8.00

£6.00

£6.00

£5.40

£4.80

Product Mini pricing on the next page. 



Product Minis Pricelist

Bloom Body Oil - 5ml

Sundaze Body Oil - 5ml

Radiance Face Oil - 5ml

Moonlight Face Oil - 5ml

Super Seed Face Oil - 5ml

Detox Clay Mask - 10ml

£7.00

£7.00

£8.50

£9.00

£8.00

£7.00

£4.20

£4.20

£5.10

£5.40

£4.80

£4.20

Purify Clay Mask - 5ml

Naked Cleanser - 5ml

Bare Cleanser - 5ml

Canvas Cream Cleanser - 10ml

Wild Rose Toner - 5ml

Wild Flower Toner - 5ml

£7.00

£8.00

£8.00

£9.00

£6.50

£6.50

£4.20

£4.80

£4.80

£5.40

£3.90

£3.90
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RRP RRPWHOLESALE WHOLESALE

Tamed Hair Oil - 5ml £9.00 £5.40



Thank you so much
for your interest!

DANIELLE | FOUNDER

I hope to work with you in the near future.

Stay wild,


